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Customer Success Drives O
by Frank Brenner
CEO

The start-up of our Menomonie feed mill was a large
undertaking, but so was the task of finding the right
person to supervise our feed division.
I’m pleased to introduce Ed
Achenbach as our new director of feed
operations. Ed’s extensive experience
and knowledge of feed procurement and
manufacturing will put your investment
in this new mill to good use.
I want to thank Joe Burke, who
recently retired as our feed division
manager, for his dedicated years of
leadership. Under Joe’s watch, the team
serving our customers with livestock
grew to nine sales specialists and 40
total employees. I firmly believe we will
experience even greater growth as we
continue to enhance your success and
well-being from the products and service
our feed division offers.
It will be important to embrace
technologies both at the cooperative and
on the farm. At the co-op, we recognized
that our facilities were aging, so we
invested in new agronomy, grain and
feed facilities at Durand, Menomonie,
Mondovi and Osseo. We also constructed

a next-generation convenience store at
Ellsworth. All these facilities contain
technologies that will serve both our
current customers and future generations.
You’ve also adopted new technologies.
You’ve invested in precision farming
equipment, feed products that maintain
science-based nutritional value, and
diversed contracts that capture profits in
volatile markets. Baby boomers like me
either embrace our cell phones and iPads
or entrust the task of incorporating fresh
new ideas to our younger partners.
Likewise, we’ve witnessed an
increasing demand for the co-op
to provide assistance in utilizing
technologies. For example, no longer
do you want a blanket application of
fertilizer and a suggestion of what
variety of crop seed to plant. You want
a precision planting prescription and an
in-season analysis of whether or not to
apply fungicide or fertilizer to that crop,
but only in areas prone to disease or

State-of-the-art Menomonie feed mill.
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s Our Company
Site of the old Durand feed mill.

nutrient deficiency.
For years, Countryside Cooperative
has been well-known for the deep
relationships our experts in agronomy,
animal nutrition, energy and grain have
formed with our customers. Today,
however, you want trusted advisors
who bring more to the table. You want
technology.
Furthermore, some of our advisors
are nearing retirement. For this reason,
your co-op is investing (and will continue
to invest) in bringing younger talent on
board—developing and training them to
deliver technologies as they emerge. It’s all
about having the right people in the right
roles with the right tools.
Finally, we need to make sure we’re
listening, and not just assuming we
know what our customers want. I truly
believe your board and leadership
team has done that. We’ve invested in
replacing old facilities and building new.
We’ve implemented new technologies,
and we’ve brought new talent into
Countryside Cooperative—talent like
Ed Achenbach and others. But we must
continue to listen.
What makes our customers
successful, if we listen hard enough, will
make this customer-owned cooperative
successful.
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New Director of Feed Operations
Ed Achenbach
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What Our New Software Means to You
Countryside Cooperative has installed new operating system
software called Merchant Ag at all locations, as well as in our
delivery and application fleet. This software “went live” early in
March, and the first change you will see is a different looking
statement in your mail early in April.
We have people at our Durand office who can explain how
to read those statements, if you have difficulty. If you have
questions, call 715-672-8947 and ask for a “software liaison.”
Operating system software is what holds together a business’
information and tells its leaders about the health of the company.
It also provides important information to customers about
their accounts. In the case of a farmer-owned business like
Countryside, Merchant Ag will help the co-op serve you better.
Here are just three ways you should benefit:
• Advanced Technology – Merchant Ag will allow
Countryside Cooperative to link the applications you use in
your farming operations to your business with Countryside
Cooperative. With this advanced software, we’ll be better
able to help you manage your fields, your livestock and
your relationship with your co-op.
• More Time for You – With Merchant Ag, co-op employees
will spend less time pushing pencils and more time
working with and for you. For instance, your LP driver
currently writes out tickets by hand in the cold with a
frozen pen. That takes extra time and invites errors. With
Merchant Ag, all your information is in the computer

by Paul Diemert
Transition Project Manager
onboard the truck. The driver delivers your LP and the
truck prints out the invoice. If the invoice blows away in the
wind, you can easily find it on-line. Merchant Ag will free
up the driver to deliver more gallons a day to you and other
LP customers.
• Efficiency – Besides getting gas when you need it, you
will benefit financially from a system that helps your
cooperative deliver goods and services in the most efficient
manner. Merchant Ag will keep prices competitive, reduce
overhead costs, and generate more patronage at year end.
Merchant Ag also gives us the ability to maintain perpetual
inventory, which means we know what we have in stock at any
time in any location. We’ve all paid for something and walked out
to the warehouse only to find it’s out of stock. Soon, you should
be able to call any Countryside Cooperative location and find out
if what you need is in stock right now, or when we can get it for
you. Amazon and Walmart®—here we come!
A Word of Caution: As with any new technology, there will be
a transition period. We expect a few glitches in launching this new
operating system. Please be patient as we tweak this wonderful new
tool that can do so much for you and the company you own.
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Animals speak louder than words. And a calf on the Purina® AMPLI-CALF ®
three-step program delivers 6,588 more pounds1 more milk through three lactations.
Which says it all.
TM

Your local Purina representative can tell you more about Cow’s Match® Milk
Replacer, AMPLI-CALF® Starter and AMPLI-CALF® Grower than this ad ever
could. Or visit amplicalf.com
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©2018 Purina Animal Nutrition LLC. All rights reserved. AMPLI-CALF is a registered trademark of Purina Animal Nutrition, LLC. Cow’s
Match is a registered trademark of Land O’Lakes, Inc.
1
Compared to calves fed an above average nutrition diet on the same farm. 314,760 lactation observations and 344 animals studied at
the Purina Animal Nutrition Center from April 2007 to April 2017.
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The new Merchant Ag
software helps route our
drivers more efficiently. They
can make more stops in a day
and deliver more gallons.

Deliveries Faster, Accurate
With New Software
by Doug Yule, Southern Propane Manager
Several bulk energy customers have
asked,“How is the new Merchant Ag
operating software going to affect me?”
That’s a good question.
As Paul Diemert says on page 6, it will
mean your driver will not have to write
out the invoice in the bitter cold with
a pen that doesn’t work, so there’s less
chance for error.

But it’s even more than that.
The computers in our delivery
trucks have all your information. As
LP or refined fuels are dispensed,
the computer completes the invoice
automatically, adding the correct
quantity and price, and printing out
the invoice.
With Merchant Ag, you have the
ability to view the invoice within a few
days of delivery. Before, the driver left
the invoice in your door. Now, you can
view that invoice online.
Merchant Ag also tracks customers
participating in our summer fill program.
We can flag customers who want to be
topped off during the warm months and
make sure that gets done.
The new software also helps route
our drivers most efficiently. That way,
we can make more stops in a day and

deliver more gallons. The software
shows the exact GPS location of each
tank with notes on specific delivery
instructions, in case a new driver is
filling your order. These notes include
everything from where to leave the
invoice to how to handle the dog.
Merchant Ag still allows us to
track our keep fill program on either
a 12-month or a 6-month basis—
whichever you chose. It calculates your
need for LP or fuel, based on degree
days, but does it a lot more efficiently.
We switched to Merchant Ag early in
March, and we’re still getting used to it.
As always, we encourage our will-call
customers to call when their LP tanks
reach 20-30%. For the next two fills,
we’d also appreciate a call from our keep
fill customers when your tanks reach
that level.
And we’ll continue to ask our
gasoline or diesel customers to let
us know one to two days before they
need a fill, so we can work you into
our routes.
Call your tank information or energy
orders to 800-236-7585. With the
transition to Merchant Ag, your next
invoice and your April statement will look
different. If you have questions about how
to read them, call any of our energy team
members.
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DISINFECTING
OUR TRUCKS
Did you know that Countryside has bulk
propane trucks equipped with biosecurity
systems serving our eastern and
southern areas? This system allows the
driver to spray the disinfectant Virocid®
on a truck’s tires before entering and
exiting poultry and swine farms.
The biosecurity feature eliminates
the chance of spreading disease
and puts us a step ahead of all other
propane suppliers.
Call to order your next tank of LP
at 800-236-7585.
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RESICORE® GIVES YOU EXTRAORDINARY POWER
(AT LEAST WHEN IT COMES TO WEEDS).
When powerful forces come together, amazing things happen.
Like the extraordinary power Resicore® corn herbicide gives you over
herbicide-resistant broadleaf weeds and grasses. With a unique new formulation
of three proven active ingredients, Resicore delivers control you can trust to
protect your yield potential. What you do with your power after that is up to you.
Go to PowerOverWeeds.com to learn more.

®
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
Resicore is not registered for sale or use in all states. Resicore is not available for sale, distribution or use in Nassau and Suffolk counties in the state of New York.
Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a product is registered for sale or use in your state. Always read and follow label directions.
©2018 Dow AgroSciences LLC M35-415-014 DAS (02/18) 010-43880

INTRODUCING:

Countryside PACS
You’ve heard the words “big data”
repeatedly. These words are exciting,
but can be scary. Machines you operate
generate all kinds of data. So do the
machines we operate. How do we pull all
this data together to make better decisions?
I have good news. Countryside
Cooperative has adopted a new
technology called FieldAlytics™ which can
talk to the software in each machine and
pull everything together—automatically.
We’ve also purchased in-season
technology from WinField United®. It’s
called the Field Forecasting Tool (FFT)
which is built around yield potential
rather than yield goal. Countryside
demoed the FFT on 10 fields last year, and
now we’re ready to offer it to everyone.
Read more about FFT on page 12.
With this technology in hand, we’re
introducing for the 2018 crop year a
program called Precision Ag Cropping
Solutions (PACS). We previewed PACS
with small groups of 18-20 growers
before the end of 2017, and they were all
pretty excited.
Utilizing FieldAlytics, PACS rolls all
your data and our data into one place,

so it can be easily accessed by you
and your cooperative. It simplifies the
whole process of collecting, storing and
analyzing data from your planter and
combine, and our sprayers and fertilizer
application equipment.
We can make more timely
recommendations, and you can make
more informed decisions with the
potential to increase your return on
investment. With PACS, we can layer in
our soil sampling information and your
yield information, and you can do what is
best for your farm.
Utilizing FFT, PACS allows us to make
recommendations for farming your land
by zone, based on satellite imagery, soil
type, yield, and the general information
you contribute about your land.
The goal of PACS is to help you spend
your money more wisely, which in this
economy is crucial to survival and growth.
PACS becomes more valuable with each
year’s experiences and trials, since you
know what works and what doesn’t.
Countryside Cooperative is on the
leading edge of this new technology.
It’s not a perfect system, but both you

by Mike Christenson
Agronomy Division Supervisor

and your co-op will gain wisdom and
expertise through its use.
Here’s one more thing. Elsewhere in
this magazine, you’ll read about the March
rollout of our new Merchant Ag operating
software. This software is now linked to
our precision ag (PACS) software. What
that means is, you can track your expenses
field by field. NOTE: If you want field by
field tracking, you must identify the field
when you order products and services.

How do I sign up?

If you farm, you know that success
starts with the soil, right? PACS begins by
offering you three soil sampling options:
1.0 Acre Grid Sampling, 2.5 Acre Grid
Sampling, or 5-Acre Grid sampling.
Then, you pick from two packages of
services: PACS Base or PACS Plus.
Finally, you pick any additional
services you want us to perform.
Your Countryside agronomist has
all the details on our new Precision Ag
Cropping Solutions. Call them today and
say, “Tell me about PACS.”
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FieldAlytics and PACS simplifies the process of collecting,
storing and analyzing data from your planter and combine,
and our sprayers and fertilizer application equipment.

countrysidecoop.com
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The Schullos raise their calves
in 100 hutches, paying close
attention to their care.

Calves a Priority on this

Barron County Dairy
Dan Schullo took over
his parents’ farm in
1976 when it had 12
milk cows. In 1979, he
married Pam and the
couple began farming
together.

10

“Dan and I raised crops, kids and
calves together and did custom work to
get to where we are now,” says Pam.
Thirty-nine years later, the milk side
of Valley Vu Dairy near Cumberland,
Wis., has grown into the primary revenue
generator. Dan quit doing custom work
about eight years ago, and all crops are
grown to feed the farm’s dairy herd.
“We could see that the dairy was going
to be what would really pay the bills,” says
Pam of the 840-head of milk cows and
100 dry cows which make up the herd she
and Dan own and manage together, with
the help of 13 employees. Dan and Pam’s
son Chad is a partner in the dairy and
Dora Hershberger is their calf manager.
Today, the Schullos own 950 acres of
cropland and rent another 900, on which
they raise alfalfa, shell corn, corn silage

and soybeans. “We tried triticale last year,
and we’re going to try some spring wheat
this year,” says Pam.
The Schullos’ dairy is based in an
H-style barn, with a De Laval Double-12
parlor, and a three-time-a-day milking
schedule for their Holstein herd. They
haul their own milk to Lake Country
Dairy in Turtle Lake. “Before that, we ran
a tractor repair shop to provide another
income source as we grew the dairy,”
says Pam. “As small farms have gradually
fallen by the wayside and we got bigger,
we just do our own repairs now.”
The Schullos grow their calves to 400
pounds. Then they ship 40-50 head a
month to a nearby heifer raiser.
The Schullos raise their calves in
about 100 hutches, paying close attention
to everything from the temperature

Countryside Cooperative Compass

“ . . . feeding electrolytes and milk
balancer 3-4 times to almost 100
hutches, we do spend more time
outside during cold weather,” says
Pam Schullo, “but it does pay.”

of the pasteurized milk they feed the
calves to culling poor growers. So when
Countryside Cooperative calf and heifer
specialist Jade Baerg introduced the
couple to Land O’Lakes Pasteurized Milk
Balancer last summer, they decided to
try it.
“We’ve been very pleased at how the
calves have been performing,” says Pam.
“The calves are growthier, both heightwise and weight-wise.”
“Our heifer raiser was very impressed
at the last bunch we transported to them,”
she adds.
Pam says Jade has also introduced
Valley Vu to Land O’ Lakes Electrolyte
Base, which gives their calves an
energy boost, and Land O’Lakes
Electrolyte Add Pack, for calves with
scours. “The Base keeps them more
vigorous and the Add Pack has helped
us immensely with scouring calves,”
says the owner of the dairy.
Jade says Valley Vu started its trial with
Milk Balancer in November and shipped
their first loads of calves to the heifer
raiser this past month. “So far, we’ve seen
an increase in ADG,” says Jade. “Their
last group of 30 calves gained an average

of 1.72 lbs. per day,” she states. “Pam was
pretty excited about that.”
Feeding the Milk Balancer does involve
more work, but it’s worth it, according to
Pam. “Now that we’re feeding electrolytes
and milk balancer 3-4 times to almost 100
hutches, we do spend more time outside
during cold weather,” she states.
“But,” Pam adds, “it does pay.”
Editor’s Note: The Schullos have five
grown children and 10 grandchildren. As a
hobby, Dan pulls two tractors in WNTPA
events and last year got to pull at the state
meet at Tomah, Wis. Both Dan and Pam
are FFA alumni, and in 2018, for the third
year in a row, the couple will be sponsoring
an NTPA event at the Barron County
Fairgrounds. All proceeds will go to the
Cumberland FFA’s efforts to introduce kids
to agriculture, says Pam.
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HERE ARE THE
ECONOMICS
Dan and Pam Schullos’ goal is to
produce growthier calves, and they
have, as Pam noted. But here are the
economics.
Currently, they are feeding Land
O’Lakes Cow’s Match Milk Replacer
to their youngest calves, to give them
the most consistent, clean diet. After
one week, they transition their calves
to pasteurized milk and Land O’Lakes
Pasteurized Milk Balancer. They figure
their total cost per head per day at
$2.60, including the value of their
pasteurized milk, the Cow’s Match and
the Pasteurized Milk Balancer.
Right now, they report average
daily gains (ADG) of 1.70 lbs. with air
temperatures averaging 0o Fahrenheit.
Their cost of a pound of gain today is
about what it was last August, before
trying the Cows Match/Milk Balancer.
Back then, Valley Vu Dairy reported
its calves’ ADG at 1.41 lbs. when air
temperatures averaged 70o Fahrenheit.
With the Cows Match/Milk Balancer,
the Schullos expect to see even
higher average daily gains this
spring, due to warmer weather and
less stressed calves. This should
decrease the cost per pound of gain
and provide a savings, along with
those growthier calves.

Pam Schullo (left) owns Valley Vu Dairy and Dora Hershberger, holding the calf, is
her calf manager.
countrysidecoop.com
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A Tool to Manage ROI
by Tim Mares
Agronomist

“This is an in-season image of a
local corn field. The blue dot is
where I am walking in the field.
There is a fabulous crop in the
green area—probably 200 bu/A
corn. However, in the red area,
anthracnose is prevalent and the
corn yield would be 125 bu/A. The
red is also a sandy ridge where
the yield potential isn't as high as
the green.” — Tim Mares

12

Before, you managed each field as a whole. The
whole field got the same application of fertilizer,
seed and chemical. Not anymore.
With today’s technologies, you can
break each field into zones and manage
them individually. Each field has a
high-yield zone, a mid-yield zone, and a
low-yield zone.
For instance, you may have a field with
a fertile valley that is very productive.
You may also have a gravel hilltop that
you can’t seem to get to yield, no matter
what. In the old days, you applied the
same products across each field. Then you
“hoped” for enough rain and sun, and
you “hoped” to make a little money. Now,
we can manage each zone differently.
You even have tools to monitor zones in
season to determine whether they have
enough nutrients or whether a disease
problem should be addressed.
Countryside’s partner, WinField®
United, has just launched a Field
Forecasting Tool (FFT) that permits me,
as an agronomist, to help my customers
make decisions. It takes a lot of this
“hope” out of the equation of farming.
FFT models nitrogen and potash, and
allows me to make in-season observations
that help you decide whether to put
the foot on the gas or on the brake. For
instance, if we have perfect weather, we
can run multiple scenarios that tell us the
maximum ROI we can expect by applying
more nitrogen or potash to a particular
zone. If the weather is adverse, FFT helps
us help you put your foot on the expense
brake. If it is dry for several weeks and

the projected yield goes down, you may
decide to apply fewer nutrients.
What excites me about the FFT is
that it gives us a potential yield at the
beginning of the crop year when we
put our data into the program. Then, it
updates that predicted yield throughout
the season, as the weather changes. The
predicted yield is based on temperature,
rainfall and the fertility of the field. What
should excite you, as a producer, is that
you can see the predicted yield versus
the potential yield, and decide to capture
all the yield you can while maintaining a
return on your investment.
The tool actually contains a financial
equation for applying the correct amount
of nutrients and maintaining ROI. With
today’s economy, it’s easy to decide to cut
back nutrients and “hope” (there’s that
word again) for the best. But the FFT
takes the “hope” out of the equation, and
helps you realize a return on the very last
dollar you spend.
See me or another Countryside
Cooperative agronomist to find out how
FFT can reduce the “hope” aspect of
farming and increase your ROI.
One more thing. This tool wasn’t free.
Countryside Cooperative had to purchase
it; but we made that investment because
we thought it would be valuable to you,
our customers. It’s not about us. It’s about
helping you succeed.
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*Based on 2015 Dow AgroSciences field trials resulting in an average 7 bu./A yield increase at $3/bu.

Your most important input for a successful corn crop is nitrogen. Any time you have something that valuable,
it pays to protect it. Which is exactly what the nitrogen maximizers Instinct® and N-Serve® have been proven to
do in more than 1,000 field trials over 40 years. To maximize effectiveness, they work below ground — where
up to 70 percent of nitrogen can be lost. And they extend the availability of nitrogen for up to eight weeks.
That’s two full months of the growing season. So don’t just stabilize your nitrogen, maximize it. And your corn
will give you the max in return. NitrogenMaximizers.com

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow. Instinct is not registered for sale or use in all states.
Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a product is registered for sale or use in your state. Do not fall-apply anhydrous ammonia south of Highway 16 in the state of Illinois.
Always read and follow label directions. ©2017 Dow AgroSciences LLC M35-011-013 DAS (09/17) 010-43832
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Steam Flaked

CORN&
Beef Show Feeds
by Sarah Kinnard, Livestock Production Specialist,
and Mike Wachtendonk, Dairy Specialist

Milo, an 875-lb. steer, eats
beef show feed containing
thick steam flake corn.
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With the start-up of our new feed mill comes
new technoloy and the ability to manufacture
products like steam flaked corn.
The steam flaker at Menomonie is new
to Countryside and to this area of the
state. In fact, there are not many steam
flakers in the state of Wisconsin.
The process of steam flaking itself is
not new, but the equipment it requires
is expensive. It requires a large boiler
system to be attached to our steam chest,
the flaker itself and a cooling chamber.
Thankfully, the boiler is also used with
the pellet mill, so it can run double duty.
These are just a few of the components
installed at our new Menomonie mill.
We make two particle sizes of steam
flaked corn—thick and thin. The thin
particle size is geared toward lactating
dairy cattle. The thick particle size is used
in calf feeds, show feeds and rations for
feedlot cattle.
Thin steam flaked corn is more
commonly mixed in dryer formulation
feeds and can possibly break up a little
bit easier. The thin flaked corn will break
down as it gets handled more, such as
when used in a TMR.
Thick steam flaked corn, on the other
hand, will retain the integrity of its kernel
size, because it is not normally mixed off
into a TMR. It is preferable to retain the
large particle for the sake of palatability.
We’re still in the process of setting
up trials, but we’ve received anecdotal
comments from our customers that calves

seem to have greater interest in eating
the steam flaked corn than other feeds.
Perhaps they like to roll it around in
their mouths.
There will be a small upcharge for
steam flaked corn versus conventional
rolling or grinding, but animals will
use the product more efficiently in the
digestive process.
Where the thick flaked corn is
funneled through our system, we
now have a dedicated calf feed mixer
into which we can run higher rates of
molasses and liquid as a binding agent
for a more cohesive calf mix.
Besides calf feeds, we will gear the
thick flaked corn toward making an
even more palatable feed for beef show
animals. Keeping optimum intakes for
these animals is sometimes a challenge,
because of hauling stresses, multiple
shows, weather—you name it!
We’re developing a floor stock show
feed, so customers with a small number
of head can pick up fresh feed, instead
of having to order large custom batches.
Keeping fresh feed on hand is especially
important in the summertime, during
periods of extreme heat and humidity.
To discuss how steam flaked corn
best fits the diet of your cattle, contact
your Countryside Cooperative animal
nutrition specialist.
N
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OTHER SHOW FEEDS
We also manufacture a proprietary line
of Countryside Cooperative show hog
feeds at our new Menomonie mill, in
both bulk and bagged quantities.
These feeds will be available, along
with the full-line of High Octane Show
Feeds from Purina Feeds, at Amery,
Baldwin, Durand, Elmwood, Fall Creek,
Menomonie, Milltown, Osseo and
Waumandee.
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Our new feed mill in
Menomonie.

countrysidecoop.com
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We Offer More than a Competitive Price
by Dave Sinz
Small Engine Center

APPLIANCES:
INSTALLING NEW
OR REPLACING?
Countryside Cooperative has
an HVAC department that sells,
installs and services furnaces, air
conditioners, water heaters, water
softeners, and in-floor heat.
We work with both new
construction installations and
replacement of existing units.
Invite one of our HVAC technicians
to your home for repair or a free
estimate. Call Bryan Bauer or Mark
Wittig at 800-236-7585.

The Small Engine Center also
offers bulk delivery of lubricants
and diesel exhaust fluid to
the farm. We make hydraulic
hoses, sharpen chain saws,
carry fencing supplies, sell
bulk kerosene and fill small LP
bottles. Call 715-672-8947 and
ask for The Small Engine Center.

The Small Engine Division of Countryside Cooperative
is a full parts, sales and service center. We represent
quality brands like Cub Cadet, Jonsered, Briggs and
Stratton, Agri-Fab and many more.
We handle these brands—not items the
box stores carry—because of the ability
these companies give us to provide you
with parts, sales and service, both during
and after you purchase.
Buy from a box store or on Amazon,
and you won’t get the parts, sales and
service. They don’t set up the power
equipment for you, and they won’t service
it for you. Even if you have the time to fix
the problem yourself, many box stores do
not handle the parts.
The advantage of buying from an
authorized dealer, like Countryside
Cooperative, is that your machine will be
set up, serviced out and ready to perform
on the showroom floor. If something goes
wrong, you bring it back to us—not to a
repair service that has no vested interest
in your satisfaction.
• We offer financing—from 0% up to
48 months—on our Cub Cadet line.
• If you buy it from us and it breaks
down under warranty, we’ll pick
it up, repair it, and deliver it back
to you free of charge. Other repair
shops don’t do that.
• We stand behind what we do with
a 90-day warranty on parts and an
unlimited warranty on our labor.

Stop in at the Small Engine Center at
Durand, and see all the value you can
have by purchasing a quality brand and
relying on our parts, sales and service.
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A big box store or Amazon will not set
up or service your power equipment
like Countryside’s Small Engine Center.

SPRING “RIDE AND DRIVE” OPEN HOUSE
Small Engine Center, Durand
Friday and Saturday, April 13-14
We’re kicking off the mower and UTV season. Try our products and
check out our special finance offers on Cub Cadet and other brands.
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Meet Your New Director of Feed Operations
Ed Achenbach says his goal as
Countryside Cooperative’s new director
of feed operations is to “help lead
the feed team so Countryside can be
successful along with all the producers
who own the cooperative.”
In his new position, Ed is
responsible for feed operations and
sales out of two milling facilities at
Menomonie and Mondovi, and the
Amery County Store. Countryside
Cooperative employs nine sales
specialists and a total of 40 employees
serving livestock owners spread across
13 counties of western Wisconsin.
By accepting the position of director
of feed operations, Ed is coming
home. He grew up on a family farm
outside of Durand. After graduating
with an animal science major and an
ag business minor from UW-River
Falls in 1986, Ed worked for three
years with Durand Cooperatives—a
predecessor of Countryside.

Over his career, Ed has worked as
livestock production specialist, feed
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Over his career, Ed has worked as
livestock productions specialist, feed
department manager, feed operations
manager and feed division manager for
various cooperatives. Most recently, he
was feed and grain department manager
at Westby Cooperative. His most recent
job was managing the cooperative’s
organic feed milling facility.
On the personal side, Ed has a son
graduating in sports management at
Minnesota State University, Mankato,
Minn., and twin daughters studying
human resource management and
human services at Western Technical
College in La Crosse.
“I coached middle school
basketball for eight
years,” he says.
“Now, I’m a State
of Wisconsin
certified umpire in
both baseball and
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Getting out of the field ahead of schedule gives you more of the good
kind of downtime. Downtime that comes after a job well done. Give
your ag equipment an added boost with the powerful combination
of Cenex® Ruby Fieldmaster® and Maxtron® DEO. Together, these
products help extend the life of your engines, injectors and injector
pumps to reduce breakdowns and costly repairs.
And you can count on the Cenex® brand
to stand behind its products with our
industry-leading Cenex Total Protection
Plan® that keeps you running, for up to
10 years or 10,000 hours.

AHEAD OF SCHEDULE.
POWERED LOCALLY.

Visit Cenex.com/locator to
find your local distributor.
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THE

BUZZ

*

by Mike Baker, Livestock Production Specialist

One dairy cow with more than 500 horn and
stable flies can result in up to 300 blood meals
and a 20% drop in milk production.
The horn fly is most damaging to a
beef cattle operation, taking up to 40
blood meals per day with painful bites
leading to reduced weight gain and feed
efficiency. Horn flies cause weight loss
as high as 50 lbs. per animal and cost as
much as $45** per head in a season.
ClariFly® Larvicide is effective fly
control for cattle in confinement:
dairy cows, feedlot cattle, calves and
replacement heifers in buildings.
Altosid® IGR is effective fly control for
cattle on pasture.
The flies to control for confinement
cattle in western Wisconsin are the
housefly, the face fly and the stable fly.
The horn fly is the villain in pasture cattle.

Adopt the 30/30 feeding program with
both fly control products. That is, begin
feeding 30 days before fly emergence and
feed until 30 days after the first frost.

Why buy fly control?

In beef cattle, the greatest economic
loss is brood cows with calves. Cows
spend less time grazing when they’re
fighting flies, so they spend less time
making milk for their calves.
In dairy cattle, damage to udder tissue
and transmission of disease by fly bites
can result in both milk loss and higher
vet bills.
Altosid and ClariFly provide good
fly control, but must be blended with a
grain source (in lactating cows) and with
a good mineral source pasture cattle will
eat consistently. Purina® Wind and Rain®
Mineral contains Altosid.
Contact your Countryside sales
nutritionist for help in putting together
an effective fly control program.
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The flies to
control for
confinement
cattle in western
Wisconsin are
the housefly, the
face fly and the
stable fly.
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*Title is sourced from a fly control publication
authored by Ted Perry, Lead Nutritionist,
Purina Mills.
**This dollar loss assumes a value of $0.90/lb.
countrysidecoop.com
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514 E Main St
PO Box 250
Durand, WI 54736-0250

SPRING

“RIDE AND DRIVE”

OPEN HOUSE

Small Engine Center, Durand
Friday and Saturday, April 13-14

